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ABSTRACT
Routing loops are caused by inconsistencies in the routing state of
the network. Although undesirable from this aspect, they can provide insight into the routing dynamics that caused them. In this
work we present a methodology that utilizes a priori knowledge of
loops to study the correlation between routing loops and routing
events that could have caused them. We apply our technique to
associate route changes with packet loops detected in actual traffic traces collected from the Sprint Backbone. Our study shows
that a strong correlation exists between loops and changes in the
BGP routing state while the link state protocols ISIS is seldom responsible for such events. Our analysis also identifies factors that
influence the distribution of loop path lengths as well as the effectiveness of our detection techniques.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

As the Internet grows both in size and volume of carried traffic,
so does the likelihood of failures, congestions and other anomalies.
These in turn increase routing fluctuations which can result in different parts of the network existing in inconsistent routing states.
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Consequently, there is an increased probability of routing loops being formed which, coupled with the size of the network, may also
last longer. Hengartner et. al. characterized in [3] the path length
and duration of loops as well as their impact on the delay and loss
performance of the Sprint network. They proposed a methodology
to detect loops and showed that although a significant number of
loops can occur in practice, they seldom impact the performance of
the network. The focus in [3] however, was on the characteristics
of the loops themselves rather than routing events that may have
been responsible for their creation.
Extensive work has been done in understanding the dynamics of
the popular routing protocols such as BGP [10] and ISIS [1]. In
[6] the authors conducted a detailed investigation on the evolution
of the BGP routing state. [7] presented an in depth investigation
into the frequency and sources of BGP mis-configurations. Both
pieces of work however, decoupled the study of route dynamics
from their impact on traffic. ISIS dynamics were studied in [4]
which investigated the frequency of ISIS state changes in the Sprint
backbone and their impact on service convergence for VoIP traffic.
In this paper, we examine routing events from the perspective
of traffic anomalies that they generate. Our emphasis is on events
that result in inconsistent routing states, thereby creating loops. Towards this end, we identify loops in traffic traces and correlate them
with the routing events that may have created them. Our contribution is three-fold. First, we extend the methodology for loop detection presented in [3] to make it more robust. The new methodology allows for detection of up to 10% more loops. Second, a
new matching technique is presented to associate both BGP and
ISIS routing events with loops detected in traffic traces. Finally, we
apply our matching technique to traffic traces as well as routing information collected from the Sprint backbone. The results allow us
to study the type of routing events that can create loops, as well as
establish a correlation between the path length distribution of loops
and their causal events.
Following the classification introduced in [3], routing loops may
be broadly divided into either transient or persistent loops based on
their duration and cause. Transient loops are formed due to the dynamic nature of the networks which cause routing changes. They
occur in normal course of operation due to the finite propagation
speed of information which results in inconsistent routing information across different parts of the network. Such loops typically
resolve as the routing protocol adapts to the network change and
routing states converge, and hence are transient in nature. Persistent
loops on the other hand are usually caused by mis-configurations
(accidental or deliberate) or chronic instability in routing and hence
last longer. By their very nature, analyzing persistent loops requires
a longer history of both traffic traces as well as the routing information. Moreover, even identifying the precise routing event re-

sponsible for a loop requires routing state information of all routers
involved in the loop over the entire duration of the inconsistency.
Obtaining such extensive information is virtually impossible on a
network that is as complex and large as the Sprint backbone. As a
result, rather than directly identifying the precise event responsible
for the loop, we investigate the correlation between routing events
and loops. Also, we shall focus only on transient loops and those
persistent loops that originated during the trace.
From the perspective of an Autonomous System (AS)1 , changes
in the routing state can be caused by both the External (EGP) and
Internal (IGP) Gateway Protocols, in response to various events like
congestion, policy changes and network element failures. The former can announce new next hops to enter or exit an AS, as well as
modify AS paths, while the latter could induce re-computation of a
new shortest path within an AS. Hence, in order to establish a correlation between routing state changes and routing loops, we need
to study changes in both the EGP and IGP. Towards this end, we
collect information about routing events for both BGP and ISIS2
protocols as well as traffic traces from monitoring points in the
Sprint backbone. We then process both traffic and routing information to match the routing events with packet loops observed in
the traffic traces.
Our study identifies a strong correlation between routing loops
and updates in the BGP state of the network while ISIS events are
shown to almost never result in loops. We also detected a large
number of persistent loops in the traces, some of which could be
associated with BGP state changes. Finally, we establish a correlation between the path length of a loop with the BGP updates.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The methodology to detect and match packet loops to routing state changes is
explained in detail in Section 2. Section 3 presents the experiments
we conducted and their analysis. Section 4 concludes this work.

2.

METHODOLOGY

In order to study packet loops from the perspective of routing
events we require three steps. First of course, we must collect the
traffic and routing data which contains the relevant information.
Second, we must detect packet loops in the traffic traces. Finally,
we need a technique to match the loops with routing events. In this
section we explain the methodology we follow in order to accomplish these three steps.
We will use the following terminology regarding loops in the
rest of the paper. A packet loop refers to a singe packet caught in a
loop. Hence, if multiple packets are caught in a loop, each packet
is identified with a distinct packet loop. We define a routing loop
to be set of packet loops which may be associated with a specific
routing event.
The first step in the process is the collection of all the relevant
information. Packet traces were collected from the Sprint backbone
through IPMON machines [2] located at various POPs in the network. The machines dump the first 44 bytes of each packet which
contain the IP and underlying protocol headers. Routing information for the BGP protocol was collected using the Zebra [5] listener
as well as from the RouteViews Project [8]. ISIS routing information was obtained using the PyRT [9] listener deployed on the
Sprint Backbone.
The next step is to detect packet loops for which we utilized a
modified version of the technique developed in [3]. The original
method is a two-step process that involved breaking up the packet
1
An Autonomous System refers to a network under a single administrative entity, eg. an ISP
2
ISIS is the IGP running on the Sprint Backbone

trace into chunks and then hashing packets from each chunk into
separate hash buckets. Each hash bucket was then processed independently. Packets in a hash bucket were examined to check if
they are identical. Identicalness of two packets (and consequently
the presence of a loop) was established if both header contents sans
the TTL and IP checksum fields were identical and the TTL differed by at least 2. A drawback of the original technique is that it
ignores loops that span hash bucket boundaries or chunks. In order to account for these loops, we maintain a history of all loops
that are within 500 ms of the current hash bucket boundary. The
time duration was chosen based on the maximum inter-packet delay observed in loops in [3]. Packets are now matched with loops
stored in history before the packets in the current hash bucket. The
modified technique accounts for an increase of about 10% in the
number of detected loops as compared to the original method. The
detection method gives us a set of packet loops. The last step is to
identify routing loops by correlating the packet loops with BGP and
ISIS events. The matching technique for each protocol is described
in the next two sub-sections.

2.1 Matching Loops with BGP events
BGP is the dominant inter-domain routing protocol which allows routing information to traverse Autonomous Systems. It is a
distance vector protocol which computes the next-hop to exit or
enter an Autonomous System, as well as the sequence of ASes
to traverse, otherwise known as the AS Path. A simple example
demonstrates how a routing loop can occur due to a BGP route
change3 . Consider the network shown in Figure 1 which consists of
two ISPs, namely A and B, and a customer who is multi-homed4 .
Further, assume that the customer gives AS A preference for receiving all traffic, that is, AS A is the preferred route. Initially
traffic entering AS A through PoP5 X will traverse its network to
reach the customer. Now assume that due to some policy change,
the customer decides to receive traffic via AS B. From the figure,
it is easy to see that routers in PoP Y will be the first in AS A to
receive this information. Due to transmission latency, there will
be a time gap before routers in PoP X update their state to match
that in PoP Y . During this time interval, all packets destined to the
customer will be forwarded from PoP X to PoP Y and then looped
back to PoP X until the routing states are synchronized.
This example highlights the salient features of BGP state changes
that can cause loops, namely a change in the AS path, a change in
the next hop, or both. The changes in next hop or AS path in itself
however, do not represent sufficient conditions for a loop to form,
but are only necessary conditions. Indeed, a change can take place
without a loop being formed. However, correctly surmising such
an event requires knowledge of the BGP tables of all neighbouring
ASes, which is not possible to obtain in practice. Hence, for simplicity we assume that observation of such an event from a single
point is sufficient evidence. In order to further strengthen this assumption, we impose the condition that the event have occurred in
the proximity (in time) of the packet loop.
As mentioned previously, BGP updates were collected from both
a passive Zebra listener on the Sprint backbone and through the
Routeviews project. The Zebra listener creates a passive adjacency
with a Router Reflector6 allowing it to receive all BGP updates in3

The route change could be either a next-hop change, or an AS
Path change, or both.
4
Multi-homing refers to networks that connect to the Internet
through two or more ASes
5
A PoP or “Point of Presence” is a collection of routers within close
geographical vicinity.
6
A Route Reflector acts as a logical node for a group of routers.

study. Hence, in this work, the emphasis is on identifying transient
loops. The study in [3] showed that transient loops have very short
durations (less than 10 seconds), which was the reason for setting
the requirement that the temporal proximity value of the routing
event to the loop be 2 minutes. This does not preclude identification of events causing persistent loops, but only limits identification
to those loops which started during the trace. Indeed, as we shall
in Section 3.2, we are able to associate some persistent loops with
BGP updates.
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Figure 1: Demonstrating a loop due to BGP update
side the Sprint network that changes the AS path or next hop of
traffic flowing through the PoP. This provides fine grained information of routing dynamics as seen by a single PoP. The Routeviews
project collects external BGP updates from various ASes, providing a bigger but coarser picture.
Each BGP update is checked for possible association with a packet
loop as follows :
1. We determine if any packet loop is potentially impacted by a
BGP update through a longest prefix match for the destination address of the packet loop on the set of advertised and/or
withdrawn routes in the update.
2. Next we determine if the BGP update lies in the temporal
vicinity of the loop. This was set to a value of 2 minutes.
3. If both previous conditions are satisfied, then we examined
any change in the current next hop or AS path of the destination prefix by feeding the update to a Zebra router which
emulates the BGP decision process.
4. If the first 2 conditions are satisfied and a change in next hop
or AS Path is detected we conjecture that the loop was caused
by this update. Since the Sprint routing traces were obtained
by peering as a Route Reflector client, any change in next
hop or AS path from such updates reflect changes in the best
next hop or AS Path.
A note is in order here regarding our identification of events
related to transient and persistent loops. It should be clear that
our technique is equally applicable to both transient and persistent
loops. However, as mentioned in Section 1, identification of events
related to persistent loops requires a much longer history in terms of
the traffic trace and routing information than was available for this

We next turn our attention to ISIS, a link state routing protocol.
Link state routing protocols typically collect information about the
entire logical topology (within an AS) by exchanging Link State
Packets (LSPs) and then run the shortest path algorithm on the
topology to compute routes. In order to keep this information updated, LSPs are generated and flooded whenever events like link
failures and weight changes modify the logical topology. Since
LSPs need to be flooded to every part of the network, there is an
interval during which the databases of different routers are momentarily unsynchronized which may result in transient loops.
Similar to the detection of loops caused by BGP updates, directly detecting loops caused by ISIS events is intractable, since
it requires knowledge of every router’s database at every time instant. Instead we use an indirect method to infer if a routing loop
can be caused by ISIS state changes. The method, similar to the
one used to detect loops caused by BGP updates, essentially consists of monitoring changes in the forwarding path. However, it
differs from the detection technique used in BGP in that knowledge of the entire topology is required to identify the forwarding
path. On the positive side, it provides a more reliable technique to
decide whether a loop could have been caused by the ISIS event.
The ISIS logical topology is constructed with the help of a passive ISIS listener [9] that establishes an ISIS adjacency with a SprintLink router. This enables it to receive all LSPs flooded throughout
the network. Knowledge of the LSPs is then used to construct the
ISIS topology and consequently compute shortest paths from any
node. We now explain the detection procedure in further detail with
the help of an example.
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Figure 2: A loop caused due to ISIS Failure

Figure 2 represents an example network, where for simplicity
each link is assumed to be bi-directional with the same weight in
either direction. Let link (x, y) be the link from which packet traces
are being collected. Let there be a flow from ingress node s to
egress node d. With the weight setting specified in the figure, it
will take the shortest path s − y − d. Now suppose that at some
time t the link y − d goes down. Until node s receives the LSP
regarding this event, it will continue to regard y as its next-hop to
forward packets to d. However y will recompute its shortest path
to d as y − x − v − d and will forward packets destined to d via
node x. Similar to s, until the time node x receives an LSP from
either y or v about the failure and processes it, x will forward all
packets headed to d along the original shortest path x − y − d, thus
creating a loop x − y − x. To further illustrate this, we show the
sequence of how nodes x and y respond to the reception of an LSP,
in the time-line of Figure 3.

1 Failure Detection
2 LSP Generation
3 Shortest Path Computation
4 LSP Flooding
5 FIB Update
6 LSP Arrival
7 Shortest Path Computation
8 FIB Update
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point in time, nodes on the new shortest path of x pointed back to x
itself. To see this, observe that the loop is formed because the new
path y − x − v − d contains node x whose previous path (x − y − d)
went through node y.
We now formalize these two observations in the form of two
conditions to determine when loops can be formed and when they
cannot. In our subsequent discussion, the link from which packet
traces are collected will be referred to as the observed link and the
ingress node of the link will be referred to as the observation node.
All paths are with respect to a specific destination node. The path
to a destination node e from node x at a time instance t will be
denoted by Px,e (t) and the next hop by N Hx,e (t).
Condition 1: A necessary condition for a routing loop involving the observed link to occur in an SPF protocol is a change in
forwarding path of the observation node.
The proof is quite straightforward. If the loop occurs because of
a change in the forwarding path of the observation node, then the
condition clearly holds true. Else, let at some time t the observed
node, say x, has a loop free path Px,e (t) to another node, say e.
Let at some time t +  an event causes a loop that involves packets
forwarded by x to e. Then clearly, there exists a node l ∈ Px,e (t)
which is also involved in the loop, thereby violating the requirement for a loop-free path. This will result in a change in the forwarding path of node x.
Condition 1 is a necessary and not sufficient condition for loop
formation, that is, a change in the forwarding path need not always
result in a loop. However, unlike in the detection of loops due
to BGP updates, we can look for stronger conditions that must be
true for a loop to occur. This is because the ISIS protocol collects
information regarding the entire topology for path computation.
Condition 2: Let the observation node, say x, receives the LSP
related to the event that caused a loop, at time t + δ. Subsequently,
node x, in accordance with Condition 1, changes its path to the destination, say e, from Px,e (t) to Px,e (t + δ). Then, an observed link
may be involved in the loop, occurring at time t + , if and only if
one of the following condition holds :
1. Case 1: The observation node has updated its path but a set
of nodes, say N 0 ⊆ Px,e (t + δ) on the new path, that were
originally pointing to the observation node at time t, have not
yet updated their paths in response to the change. In other
words, the time of update for x is t + δ < t + , and the time
of update for a node l ∈ N 0 is t + δl > t + , so that there
exists a walk
W = {N Hl,e (t + ) : l ∈ N 0 }
that returns to x.

Figure 3: Time-line at nodes x and y after ISIS Failure
From the time-line we note that, between time epochs 5 and
8 (that is, from the time node y forwards the LSP to node x, to
the time node x receives the LSP and updates its FIB), the LSP
database at nodes x and y will be inconsistent. Node x assumes its
shortest path to d is still through y and vice versa. Hence a loop is
created for this duration.
The above example illustrates two important points. First, the
creation of the loop involves a change in the forwarding path of
node x. In this case, from x − y − d to x − v − d. This in itself
is not sufficient however since it is possible that forwarding paths
may change without loop creation (for example, in the presence of
equal cost multiple paths). The second observation is that at some

2. Case 2: This is the exact opposite of Case 1. Some nodes on
the original shortest path of x at time t, say N 0 ⊆ Px,e (t),
have updated their shortest paths in response to the LSP, to
point to the observation node, x, but the observation node is
yet to record this change. In other words, the time of update
for node x is t + δ > t + , and the time of update for a node
l ∈ N 0 is t + δl < t +  so that there exists a walk
W = {N Hl,e (t + δ) : l ∈ N 0 }
that returns to x.
It is easy to see that if either case of Condition 2 holds true, a loop
would be formed. Vice versa, by definition of a loop, we must have
one of these two cases to hold true if a loop is formed.

The above conditions imposes an order on the events for a loop
to occur and require knowledge of the sequence of events from every router’s perspective. However, as mentioned previously, it is
intractable to obtain this information, Instead, we only check for a
looser version of Condition 2. Specifically, for every LSP, we independently check for each node, if either case of Condition 2 holds.
Clearly, this can result in false positives but they can be eliminated
by other means, e.g., by checking the length of the loop and the
possible set of loop paths on the ISIS topology as well as the proximity (in time) of the event to the loop.
We now describe our implementation of the procedure for associating loops with ISIS events. The first step in determining if
a loop was caused by an ISIS event is to resolve the egress ISIS
router for each destination address in the loop. We then proceed
with the ISIS event detection phase for the duration of the traffic
trace from which the loops were extracted, as enumerated below.
1. On reception of an LSP, we compute the shortest path from
the observation node to the ISIS egress router of the looping
packets.
2. If the forwarding path has changed, and we are in the temporal vicinity7 of a loop, we check to see if either case of
Condition 2 holds.
• For case 1, we compute shortest paths of all nodes on
the new forwarding path of the observation node, using
the topology before the LSP was received. We then
check if the observation node lies on any of the nodes’
shortest paths.
• For case 2, we compute the shortest paths of all the
nodes on the original forwarding path of the observation node using the topology after the LSP was received. We then check if the observation node lies on
any of the nodes’ shortest paths.
3. If either case holds true, we conjecture that the ISIS event
caused a loop.
Before we end this section, we must point out that our discussion
regarding the applicability of the matching technique to BGP updates and transient and persistent loops also holds for ISIS events.
Another note worth mentioning, is that since BGP updates can
change the egress router for a destination, this should be taken into
account while tracking ISIS event changes. Specifically, changes in
the forwarding path due to egress router (BGP next hop) changes
should not be attributed to an ISIS event. This is accomplished by a
look ahead scheme which records the time epoch of the current and
next BGP update and tracks ISIS events between these two epochs.
Any change in the forwarding path during this epoch is then directly attributable to ISIS events only.

3.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present the results obtained by applying our
matching technique to the packet loops and the routing information.
For our experiments we collected packet traces from OC-48 links
between backbone routers in the SprintLink network. Three of the
traces are 1 hour long, while the other three are 12 hours long. Table
1 shows the number of packet loops detected in each trace using the
loop detection technique explained in Section 2. Observe that the
number of detected loops varies over an order of magnitude.
7

set to 2 minutes

Trace
Name
NYC-20
NYC-21
NYC-23
NYC-22
NYC-24
NYC-25

No. of
Packet Loops
2476
3838
1895
8672
719
1691

Duration
(hrs)
1
1
1
12
12
12

Table 1: Number of Packet Loops in Each Trace

In subsequent discussion, we define the TTL ∆ of a packet loop
to be the round trip decrement in the TTL field of the packet, that
is, the length of the loop. For purposes of classification, we define
loops that lasted over 1 week from the point of collection of the
trace as persistent loops. This choice is used to simply illustrate the
difference in duration between persistent and transient loops. In
order to identify such loops, traceroutes were performed at several
time instances over a duration of 1 week on the destination address
of all the identified packet loops from the traffic trace to confirm
that the loops still persisted.
We first present our findings with regard to matching loops with
ISIS events in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 investigates the efficacy
of our matching technique for BGP updates. Finally, Section 3.3
identifies a correlation between the distribution of TTL ∆ for loops
and the BGP updates causing them.

3.1 Loops related to ISIS changes
In [4] it was observed that on an average there are two ISIS
failures per hour that occur on the Sprint Backbone. Although
we observed similar failure rates, none of the loops in any of the
traces could be correlated with an ISIS event based on the criteria
described in Section 2.2. This can be attributed to the extensive
use of equal cost multiple paths between PoP pairs on the Sprint
Backbone for load balancing. The presence of multiple forwarding paths provides the ability to switch over to another path in case
of link failures without overlapping with the previous path of another node. Consequently, neither case of Condition 2 of Section
2.2 holds, resulting in loop-free operation. Another possible factor
contributing to the lack of ISIS events that cause loops is that ISIS
is a link state protocol which uses the entire topology to compute
paths. This is known to greatly reduce the duration of inconsistent
routing state as compared to a distance vector protocol like BGP
[11].
The observation that ISIS events do not create loops lends weight
to the argument that convergence time for ISIS is not critical, at
least from the perspective of routing convergence. By maintaining
equal cost multiple paths one can quickly switch over to an alternate path without allowing loops to be formed.

3.2 Matching Loops to BGP Routing Events
In the previous sub-section, we showed that no loops could be
correlated to ISIS events. This implies that the only other routing protocol that could have caused the loops is BGP8 . In Table
2, we present the match ratios for BGP updates collected from the
Sprint backbone with packet loops from the various traces. The
first column displays the fraction of loops classified as transient
that were associable with BGP updates. The second column displays the fraction of loops that were persistent but still identifiable
8
BGP and ISIS are the only two protocols which propagate routing
state changes within the Sprint Network.

with BGP updates while the third column displays the fraction of
persistent loops with no updates. The final column displays the
number of “accounted” loops, that is, the sum of the previous three
columns. Persistence of loops was established using the definition
presented at the beginning of the section and transience was established through elimination of persistent loops.
Trace
NYC-20
NYC-21
NYC-23
NYC-22
NYC-24
NYC-25

% Transient &
BGP Updates
40.1
80.2
3.3
18.8
70.0
43.7

% Persistent
BGP Updates
0
0
0
0
0
15.5

%Persistent
No Updates
50.8
7.5
0
80.6
0
0

Trace
NYC-20
NYC-21
NYC-23

% Sprint Matches
40.1
80.2
3.3

% RouteViews Matches
43.1
82
10.6

Table 3: BGP Update Matches for Loops using RouteViews Information

Total
90.8
87.9
3.3
99.4
70.0
59.2

Table 2: BGP Update Matches for Loops using Sprint Link
BGP Information
As can be seen from the table, for most traces we were able to account for more than half the loops, as either identifiable with a BGP
event or persistent (and unidentifiable with a BGP event), although
the numbers vary quite a bit. Only in the case of NYC-23 were we
unable to identify more than 10% of the loops as being caused due
to BGP dynamics. There are several factors which can potentially
contribute to this varying success ratio in matching loops to routing
events. We discuss each one of them in detail below.
The first potential factor is the presence of loops that are persistent in nature and originate before the trace collection. This would
preempt their association with any BGP event observed during the
trace. From Table 2, it is evident that a significant number of persistent loops were present in some of the traces. For NYC-20 50.8%
of the loops were persistent, while 80.2% of NYC-22 loops fall
in the same category. In both cases, the loops were unidentifiable
with a BGP event, affecting the match ratio. However, NYC-25
presents an interesting case in that we were able to associate all
the persistent loops (which account for 15% of the total loops) with
BGP events, indicating that the loops originated during the trace.
Finally, for both NYC-24 and NYC-23, we did not detect any persistent loops, which implies the existence of other factors that can
influence our detection technique.
A second factor that can adversely affect the effectiveness of our
technique, particularly for the NYC-23 trace, is the possibility that
some of the changes in the BGP state which cause loops, occur external to the Sprint AS and hence are not visible in BGP routing
tables within the Sprint Backbone. In order to verify this conjecture, we applied our matching technique to updates obtained from
the RouteViews project [8] to three traces, NYC-20, NYC-21 and
NYC-23. Whereas, updates collected by the Zebra router peered
within the Sprint Network contain only iBGP updates passed on by
a Route Reflector, RouteViews stores updates obtained from other
ASes. If the loops were indeed caused by factors external to the
network, it is plausible that RouteViews should offer a better perspective. The match ratio (for transient loops) using RouteViews
updates are shown in Table 3.
The largest increase in correlation is observed for the NYC-23
trace, by about 7%. This seems to indicate that the loops in the
NYC-23 trace were caused by BGP changes outside the Sprint AS
and hence were not visible to the measurement node in question9 .
To further support this assertion, we show in Table 4, for each trace,
9
In fact, even updates, outside the measurement PoP need not be
visible, since they may be filtered by the Route Reflector.

the average number of ASes traversed from the Sprint network to
reach the destinations of the loops. This was computed by dumping 10 BGP routing tables from the monitored node over a period
of 3 months and averaging the AS paths over these samples for
each loop destination. The path length indicates that loops of the
NYC-23 trace traverse the largest number of ASes, providing further evidence for our reasoning behind the low match ratio. We
also note that this trend holds true for the other traces. Traces with
loops that traversed longer AS paths (eg. NYC-24 and NYC-25)
have poorer match ratios as compared to loops that were inside or
close to the Sprint AS (eg. NYC-20, NYC-21, NYC-22).
Trace
NYC-20
NYC-21
NYC-23
NYC-22
NYC-24
NYC-25

Avg. No. Of
ASes traversed
1.34
1.04
1.74
0.513
1.61
1.63

Table 4: Average Number of ASes traversed
Finally, the success ratio of our technique can also be affected
by the geographical distribution of loop destination addresses. Intuitively, if the loops are spread over a large number of ASes, then
it is less likely that we would be able to identify the causal BGP
events. This is because the Sprint Network may be peering (if at
all) with these ASes at different points on the backbone and the
PoP containing the measurement node need not participate in all of
them. Consequently, given the large spread of the ASes, it would
be less likely for the measurement PoP to be directly involved in
BGP route changes that caused loops, even though it lies on the
loop path.
We tested this hypothesis by plotting the Origin AS of each loop
destination address for all the 6 traces in Figure 4. An immediate
observation is that a large fraction of the loops for NYC-21 (78%)
and NYC-22 (81%), belong to one AS. In case of NYC-21, it was
a customer, and for NYC-22, it was within the Sprint AS itself,
which increases the likelihood of receiving all the updates that resulted in loops. For both of these traces, we are able to account
for most of the loops (either transient or persistent). Loops from
NYC-20 are distributed over a larger number of ASes as compared
to NYC-22 and NYC-21, but there are still 2 dominant ASes which
account respectively for 50% and 39% of the loops, again Sprint
and a customer. In this case also, most of the loops are accounted
for. The next step in this trend is seen in the Origin AS distribution for NYC-24 and NYC-25. Unlike the first 3 cases, there is no
single dominant AS which accounts for most of the loops. Instead
we have multiple dominant ASes, that account for small fractions
of destination blocks. Lastly, NYC-23, whose loop destination addresses are spread over the largest number of ASes has the poorest
match ratio. These observation along with poorer loop match ra-
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tios as compared to NYC-20, NYC-21 and NYC-22 supports our
original hypothesis that wider destination distribution may lead to
poorer matching ratios.

3.3 TTL ∆ Distribution of Routing Loops
We next study the distribution of the TTL ∆ of the loops and
how they are correlated to the BGP updates. The main goal of this
section is to demonstrate that the range of distribution of TTL ∆ of
the loops is correlated with the number of BGP updates that may be
associated with the loops. If only a small number of BGP updates
are responsible for the loops, then the TTL ∆ of the loops will be
spread over a narrow range as compared to when a large number of
updates caused all the loops. The intuition behind this argument is
as follows. If the number of updates responsible for loops is very
small, then it is likely that the distribution of destination addresses
of the loops is also quite small. Consequently a large fraction of
the loops will follow the same path resulting in a closely clustered
TTL ∆ distribution.
To test this hypothesis, we have plotted three relations for 5
traces, NYC-21, NYC-20, NYC-22, NYC-24 and NYC-25 in Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 respectively. For each trace, we show 3 figures,
namely, the number of packet loops as a function of the TTL ∆,
the number of packet loops associated with each BGP update, and
finally the average TTL ∆ of all the packet loops associated with a
BGP update, or in other words, the TTL ∆ of a routing loop. For
notational convenience, they are labeled (a), (b) and (c) respectively
for each trace. Since we were able to associate very few loops from
the NYC-23 trace with BGP updates, we omit discussion of this
trace.
We begin with plots of the NYC-21 trace which had the largest
fraction (80.2%) of loops accounted for by BGP updates. From
Figure 5(a), which shows the number of packet loops as a function

of the TTL ∆, we see that almost all loops are closely clustered
around just two TTL ∆ values. 74% of the loops have a TTL ∆ of
10, while 18% of the loops have a TTL ∆ of 8. In accordance with
our hypothesis, such a narrow TTL ∆ distribution should result
from only a few updates being correlated with all the loops. We
confirm this observation from the next two figures. In Figure 5(b),
we have plotted the number of packet loops that are correlated with
each BGP update. A strong correlation is observed with only a few
BGP updates. In fact, most loops (approximately 2900 (74%)) are
correlated with a single update (update index 8). If we look up the
average TTL ∆ of loops caused by update index 8 from Figure 5(c),
we see that it is close to 10 (the update also accounts for some loops
with a TTL ∆ of 8) coinciding with the dominant TTL ∆ mode of
the trace.
Similar plots of the NYC-20 trace are shown in Figure 6. An
interesting observation from Figure 6(a) is that the dominant TTL
∆ of 14 which accounts for around a 1300 packet loops (50.8%),
is not reflected in the BGP updates, i.e., no BGP update could be
associated with these routing loops. The reason for this is that they
were persistent loops that originated before the trace. Our analysis indicates that the persistent loops belonged to the same address
block and shared the same path resulting in a common TTL ∆.
Turning our attention to the accounted loops (which number around
a 1000), Figure 6(b) demonstrates that most of them (about 950
loops of them) can be associated with a single BGP update, with
index 2. The average TTL ∆ of of this routing loop10 is 9.511 (from
Figure 6(c)). On Figure 6(a), this turns out to be the only other
10

A routing loop is a collection of packet loops that may be associated with a single event.
11
The BGP update actually accounts for loops with TTL ∆s varying
from 8 to 10
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Figure 5: NYC-21: Routing Loop characteristics
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Figure 6: NYC-20: Routing Loop characteristics
major cluster, centered around a TTL ∆ of 10. These observations
again support our hypothesis that a closely clustered TTL ∆ occurs
due to most loops being associated with a single or few updates.
Plots for the NYC-22 trace are shown in Figure 7. 80% of the
loops, around 6000 in number, were persistent loops and represented by the dominant TTL ∆ mode of 10 in Figure 7(a). Similar
to the persistent loops from the NYC-20 trace, they too belonged
to the same address block and were not correlated with any BGP
update.
From Figure 7(b), the largest number of NYC-22 loops caused
by a BGP update is approximately 800 loops and from Figure 7(c),
they can be associated with the next dominant TTL ∆ cluster of
around 800 loops centered at 20. We also see that as compared
to the previous 2 traces, there are more BGP updates correlated
to the loops (Figure 7(b)), albeit in small numbers. In accordance
with our hypothesis, an increase in the number of BGP updates
that cause loops should increase the range of distribution of loop
destinations, which in turn implies a more diverse loop path length
distribution. This is reflected in Figure 7(a), where we see a number of TTL ∆ modes around 10-15, although their relative size is
dwarfed by the presence of 6000 loops with TTL ∆ of 10.
Further support for this hypothesis is obtained from the plots of
the remaining two traces, NYC-24 (Figure 8) and NYC-25 (Figure
9). From Figure 8(b) and Figure 9(b), we note that a large num-

ber of BGP updates contribute to creating loops for NYC-24 and
NYC-25 respectively. Hence, one expects a wider range of destination addresses to be affected, which should translate into a more
diverse set of network paths. This is confirmed by the presence
of several significant TTL ∆ clusters as seen from Figure 8(a) and
Figure 9(b), indicating that the loops from these traces traversed
paths which had a large range of hop lengths.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Although routing loops constitute a very small fraction of traffic,
they present an interesting opportunity to study changes in routing
behaviour and their impact on traffic. We have presented a methodology to associate packet loops with the routing events that may
have caused them. In order to determine the efficacy of our technique we tested it on routing information as well as packet traces
collected from high speed OC-48 links on an operational IP backbone. Our studies indicate that a strong correlation exists between
loop instances and changes in the BGP routing state. Indeed, for
most traces, we were able to associate a large fraction of loops with
BGP updates. In practice, the technique was found to be sensitive
to the distance of the BGP update origin from the point of measurement. Specifically, our results show that the technique is able
to identify a large fraction of loop causing updates that originated
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Figure 7: NYC-22: Routing Loop characteristics
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Figure 8: NYC-24: Routing Loop characteristics
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Figure 9: NYC-25: Routing Loop characteristics
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in or near the measurement point. However loops that may have
been caused by BGP changes farther away from the observation
point may not be identified due to the updates getting filtered out.
We were also able to establish a correlation between the path
length distribution of the loops and the number of associated BGP
updates. We conjecture that packet loops associated with only a
few BGP updates should have a narrower path length distribution
as compared to packet loops from traces that are associable with a
larger number of updates. The reason being that the fewer the updates, the more likely it is that the loops share common destination
addresses. This in turn would result in a common network path.
Analysis of the BGP updates correlated with the packet loops from
5 traces was found to support this argument.
There are however several threads that need to be explored further. Although our matching technique is effective, there are cases
in which it does not perform well. We have offered a plausible explanation in that the loops may originate outside the observed AS,
but a more complete study would be desirable. Finally, a more in
depth study of persistent loops is required to determine their causes
as well as their duration.
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